Ancient DNA analysis on the ancestry of European populations conducted in the last decade came to the puzzling conclusion that while all contemporary European populations can be best represented as an admixture of 3 ancestral populations -Early European Neolithic farmers (ENF), Western Hunter-Gatherers (WHG) and Ancestral North Eurasians (ANE), contemporary Bulgarians and few other SEE populations can also be represented as an admixture of two groups only -Early European Neolithic farmers and contemporary Caucasian people equally well. If modeled as an admixture of two groups only, the ANE component presented in contemporary Bulgarians would have arrived on the Balkans with hypothetical ANE (Ancestral North Eurasians)-rich Caucasian population. In this paper, we test the hypothesis that increased Caucasian component in contemporary SE Europeans, has been introduced on the Balkans by migrating Iron Age steppe dwellers from Pontic-Caspian steppe. We analyze available DNA datasets from both ancient and contemporary samples and identify a Caucasian signal, carried to Balkan populations by the nomadic dwellers of IA Saltovo-Mayaki Culture, located on the northern slope of Caucasus Mountains and adjacent steppe regions. We also identify two additional sources of Caucasian admixture in SEE populations, which are not specific to Bulgarian population only. Based on the results from our population genetic analysis we suggest that contemporary Bulgarians are an admixture of ancestral Slavonic groups, rich on locally absorbed EEF DNA and Proto Bulgarians, rich on Caucasian DNA and genetically related to the bearers of the Saltovo-Mayaki Culture from 6-8 century AD. Mittnik A, et al. Ancient human genomes suggest three ancestral populations for present-day Europeans. Nature. 2014;513(7518):409-13.)
Introduction
All contemporary European populations can be represented as an admixture of 3 ancient groups: Early European Neolithic farmers (ENF), western huntergatherers (WHG) and Ancestral North Eurasians (ANE). (Lazaridis I, Patterson N, On the map (Fig. 1) contemporary Bulgarians are distributed nearer to contemporary Caucasians than most European populations which suggests an extra degree of Caucasian admixture that has been absent in the rest of Europe. This implies admixture events that are specific to Bulgarian population and whose effects are limited to the area of Balkan Peninsula mostly. We also reviewed already published genetic research on the topic in the scientific literature in order to identify what has been already known about the timing and the hypothesized source population. We also test several wellknown historical hypothesizes about the origins of contemporary Bulgarians and early IA Protobulgarians.
Results
Using statistical genome-wide analysis, we detected nontrivial genetic connection between contemporary Bulgarians, inhabitants of Bronze Age Armenian plateau and Iron Age dwellers from SMC. Our analysis also suggests surprising connection between contemporary Bulgarians and Iron Age Scythians from Hungarian plain.
Principal Component Analysis
For our PCA and genome-wide statistical analysis we used PAST3. 22 
, version
December 2018 -Paleontological statistics software package for education and data analysis (Hammer 2001 Slavs for yet another potential carrier, we included contemporary Croatian samples as a proxy for the medieval Bulgarian Slavs. We also included Moldova Gagauz samples to test if they carry stronger Protobulgarian signal as it has been hypothesized by some of Bulgarian historians. We present the results in fig. 5 and fig. 6 ). We conclude that the influence of Minoans on contemporary Bulgarian population is not direct and is due to population transfers and exchanges that led to admixture between medieval We noted that SM (Protobulgarian-Alan) influence among contemporary Balkan nations has its strongest representation in contemporary Bulgarians ( Fig   4) where it arrives directly and this Protobulgarian influence in the other Balkan nations is mediated by the contemporary Bulgarians who channel it.
Neighbor joining tree, built with PASTX software on the base of genetic relationship between the samples: 
Conclusions from the DNA data analysis
The results suggest that SMC related populations are among the precursor of contemporary Bulgarians. This makes SM culture at its precursor stage (600- 
